Nuclear effects in νµ CC interactions with carbon nuclei have been studied by using backward going protons and π − . Detailed analyses, of the momentum distributions and of the production rates, have been carried out in order to understand the mechanism producing these particles. The backward proton data have been compared with the predictions of the reinteraction and the short range correlation models.
Introduction
Since a long time [1] it has been observed that in the high energy interactions off nuclei there are particles emitted backwards, with respect to the beam direction, which have energies not allowed by the kinematics of collisions on a free and stationary nucleon. Backward going protons are commonly observed while, in absence of nuclear effects, their production is forbidden. High energy mesons, whose production in the backward direction is only allowed up to a given momentum, are detected also, at momenta above such a limit. Essentially two types of models have been proposed to explain the origin of these particles. The first is based on the intranuclear cascade (INC) mechanism. The production of particles in the kinematically forbidden region is seen as the result of multiple scattering and of interactions of secondary hadrons, produced in the primary ν-nucleon collision, with the other nucleons while they propagate through the nucleus [2, 3] . The second approach explains the production of backward particles as the result of collisions off structures with mass larger than the nucleon one. These structures are formed, at small interparticle distance, under the action of the short range part of the nuclear force. They may be described as clusters of a few correlated nucleons [4] or multiquarks clusters [5, 6] . The nucleons in these structures can acquire high momenta and the fast backward going particles * On behalf of the NOMAD collaboration can be seen as a direct manifestation of the high momentum tail of the Fermi distribution. These two classes of models are not mutually exclusive and the production in the backward hemisphere can have contributions from both mechanisms.
The NOMAD detector and event selection
The NOMAD detector [7] consisted of an active target of 44 drift chambers, 3 × 3m 2 each, of low average density (0.1 g/cm 3 ) and overall mass of 2.7 tons. The drift chamber composition was made by over 90% of the total weight by carbon and elements with nearby atomic number. Downstream the beam the target was followed by a transition radiation detector which provided electron identification, a preshower and an electromagnetic calorimeter. All these systems were located inside a dipole magnet which created a magnetic field of 0.4 T . A hadron calorimeter and two muon stations were located just behind the magnet coil. NOMAD collected data from 1995 to 1998. During the run a total of 5.1 × 10 19 protons on target, corresponding to about 1.3 × 10 6 ν µ CC interactions, were recored on tape. The events are selected by requiring one primary vertex with at least two tracks, one of which has to be a negative muon of momentum greater than 3 GeV/c. The sample selected for this study amounts to 944019 events. 
Backward particle identification

Backward proton identification
The separation of the backward going protons (Bp) from the other backward going positive tracks (essentially π + ) is done by exploiting the range-momentum relation. For this reason the candidate tracks are required to range out in the drift chamber volume. Fig. 1 shows the experimental distributions of length vs. momentum for positive (left) and negative (right) tracks, going backward with respect to the beam direction, and satisfying our selection criteria. Two distinct populations are clearly visible on the positive sample plot. Protons, having a shorter range than π + , tend to accumulate in the lower right part of the plot while the π + 's tend to populate the left-hand side. Comparing the two plots we see that the lower right part of the negative sample is much less populated than the corresponding region of the positive one, these tracks being mainly π − . Any positive backward going track with length smaller than the cut (the line on Fig. 1 ) is identified as a Bp. The identified sample is then corrected for reconstruction efficiencies and for π + contamination (≈ 8% for P REC > 250M eV /c). For further details on the identification and correction procedure refer to [8] .
Backward π
− identification In the case of backward going π − (Bπ − ) it is not necessary to look for tracks ranging out in the target. The choice of the negative charge allows for a sample of high purity; it is shown by MC studies that the e − contamination is at the level of few percent above a momentum of ≈ 200 M eV /c. We therefore assume that any negatively, backward going, charged track with P REC > 0.2 GeV /c is a π − . The identified sample is then corrected for reconstruction efficiency.
Backward p and π − invariant momentum distributions
The inclusive spectrum of backward particles is typically represented using the normalized invariant cross section (1/σ T OT ) E d 3 σ/dP 3 , where E is the energy of the backward going particle. The invariant cross section is usually parametrized by an exponential form as:
where N ev is the total number of events, C is a constant and B is the slope parameter. Early hadronic experiments had found that B is almost independent of the projectile type and momentum, and of the atomic number of the target. This behaviour has been termed "nuclear scaling". Neutrino experiments [9] - [13] have con- firmed these properties. The inclusive spectrum of Bp and Bπ − is shown in Fig. 2a and 2b respectively, together with the exponential fit. In the Bπ − case we have not included the first two points in the fit. These points are in a momentum region where, backward production being kinematically allowed, there are additional contributions not coming from nuclear effects. The values of the measured slope parameter B are reported in Table 1 . The first and the second errors are statistical and systematical, respectively. The systematic uncertainty was estimated by slightly changing the values of all the cuts used, by varying by a small amount the correction functions and also by changing the size of the fiducial volume. The values of the slope parameters measured in this experiment are found to be compatible with the results obtained in other neutrino and hadronic experiments. The invariant cross section for Bp is larger than the one for Bπ − by about one order of magnitude but the values of the slopes are similar. The kinematic ranges of the two invariant distributions are also different. To be identified Bp have to stop inside the target volume; the rather low density of the NOMAD target restricts to ≈ 0.7 GeV /c the maximum useful momentum value. The invariant cross section and slope parameter for Bp inν µ CC events are given in Fig. 2c and Table 1 respectively. During normal operations ν µ CC events were also collected due to the small ν µ component of the dominantly ν µ beam. A dedicatedν run yielded an additional sample of ν µ CC events included for this analysis. Antineutrino events are selected under the assumptions that the efficiencies and pion contamination are the same as those used for the neutrino events, but requiring a positively charged muon instead of a negative one. The finalν µ CC sample consists of 61134 events. 
Energy dependence of the slope parameter
In Fig. 3 we show the slope parameter B for protons as a function of the visible hadronic energy E HAD and the Q 2 of the event. The visible hadronic energy is defined as:
where E c is the sum of the energies of reconstructed charged tracks (assuming the mass of the pion if the particle is not otherwise identified) and E n includes tracks associated to secondary vertices corresponding to interactions of neutral particles and the energy of neutral particles reconstructed in the ECAL. Q 2 is the square of the four-momentum transfer, Q 2 = 4 E vis E µ sin 2 θ/2, where θ is the muon angle with respect to the neutrino direction. No significant dependence of the slope B on either quantity is observed, in agreement with the expectations of "nuclear scaling" as observed in hadronic beam experiments. The range covered by NOMAD is similar to the one covered by different experiments with hadronic beams.
Backward particle rates
In order to study a possible atomic number dependence the Bp rate has been compared with the results of the other ν-nucleus experiments. The measured yields have all been normalized to the same momentum interval (350 to 800 MeV/c) assuming the dependence given in Eq. 1 with the measured slopes. The extrapolation for NOMAD gives:
The A dependence for experiments most directly comparable to NOMAD is shown in Fig. 4a . In the range A = 20 ÷ 80 it has been parametrized as < N BP >∝ A α , where α = 0.68 ± 0.12 [13] . The same parametrization with a similar power law was found to describe Bp production in π and K + collisions with Al and Au nuclei at 250 GeV/c [14] . It is evident from Fig. 4a that this simple power law does not describe the NOMAD data taken at a lower < A >. The Bπ − rate was directly measured in the same momentum range. Its average value is found to be:
In this case a good fit to the two BEBC points and to the NOMAD value can be obtained using the form A α giving α = 0.83 ± 0.25, as shown in Fig. 4b .
7.
Comparison of data with models 7.1. E HAD and Q 2 dependence of Bp and Bπ − rates The Bp and the Bπ − rates have been studied as a function of the hadronic energy E HAD and of Q 2 . In both cases, shown in Fig. 5 , a decrease of the yield with increasing E HAD and Q 2 is observed. This can be interpreted in terms of the "formation zone" concept. This is the distance (or the time) from the production point which is required for the secondary hadrons to be "formed", i.e. to be able to interact as physical hadronic states. Since the distance/time required, due to the Lorentz time-dilation factor, is proportional to the energy of the secondary, the INC process is restricted to slow hadrons which have formation lengths smaller than the nuclear radius. The larger E HAD and Q 2 , the larger is the average energy of the outgoing partons therefore resulting in hadrons which have higher probability to be formed outside the nucleus. As a consequence, reinteractions will decrease and so will the slow proton rates. In the Bπ − case the dependence of the yield on Q 2 and on E HAD is less pronounced. This can be understood since the Bπ − rates are a less sensitive probe of nuclear effects because Bπ − production on a stationary nucleon is kinematically allowed for momenta up to about half the nucleon mass. Furthermore Bπ − can be produced in the decay of forward going resonances or unstable particles.
Effects of short range correlations in
Bp production According to the picture proposed by the correlated nucleon/quark models the Bp production is explained as the result of a neutrino interaction within a correlated cluster of nucleons/quarks. This cluster is formed, for a short time, when two nucleons in their motion inside the nucleus approach each other so closely as to come under the effect of the short range component of the nuclear force (r c = 0.5 ÷ 0.7f m). The repulsive character of this interaction is responsible of the high relative momenta of the cluster members. The simplest, and the most probable case when considering the overlapping probabilities of nucleons in the nucleus, is the two-nucleon case. According to this model the Bp is released when the correlated pair is broken in the ν-cluster interaction. If the effects of reinteractions are neglected, the released Bp can leave the nucleus keeping its original momentum. To study these correlations it is customary to use the variable α defined as:
where E and P l are respectively the energy and longitudinal momentum of the Bp and M is the nucleon mass. For Bp, α > 1 since P l is negative. In this model, due to the target motion a correlation between α and the variable v = xy, where x is the Bjorken scaling variable x = Q 2 /2M E HAD and y = E HAD /(E HAD + E µ ) is expected. The variable v is related to the muon kinematics and can be written as:
where E µ and P l µ are the muon energy and longitudinal momentum. The (v, α) correlations were searched for in the data by calculating for each event α and v as defined in Eq. 2 and 3. For each α bin we plot the variable < v N > defined as:
where < v > no Bp is obtained from the full sample of events without a Bp. According to Ref. [4] the average values of v in events with a Bp, < v > Bp , is related to the average value of v in events where no Bp is present, < v > no Bp , by:
More generally for a cluster composed of ξ nucleons the relation is [6] : Fig. 6a shows < v N > as a function of α. The data indicate a slope of −0.22 ± 0.06 with a χ 2 /ndf = 5.3/6 (the χ 2 /ndf in the hypothesis of no dependence on α is 19.1/7). The two-nucleon correlation mechanism fails to describe our data. Either higher order structures are playing a leading role [6] or the observed low level of correlation is due to the presence of reinteraction processes. In this case part of the Bp are emitted as a result of reinteractions in the nucleus and are not related to the target nucleon. The presence of intranuclear cascade processes could therefore dilute the existing correlation to the observed level. To test this hypothesis we tried to reduce the component due to rescattering in the selected Bp sample. Having observed the correlation existing between the multiplicities of slow tracks and rescattered protons we applied increasingly tighter cuts on the number of slow tracks (P < 700 M eV /c). As a consequence of these cuts the degree of correlation between α and v increases. The fit values of the slopes are reported in Table 2 together with the definitions of the cuts applied. We have also observed a strong correlation between the presence of protons travelling backward in the lab but forward with respect to the hadronic jet direction, and the concentration of events at small Q 2 values and large angles with respect to the beam. Since also a small Q 2 indicates the presence of rescattering, the exclusion of these events should highlight the expected correlation. The resulting slope is −0.39 ± 0.07 with a χ 2 /ndf = 4.9/6 (see Fig. 6b ). The observed behaviour is consistent with the hypothesis of the correlations effects being to some degree hidden by the presence of rescattering. Reducing the rescattering component these correlations seem to become stronger. 
Comparison with the NOMAD Monte Carlo
The NOMAD event generator NEG-N is based on a modified version of LEPTO 6.1 [15] and JETSET 7.4 [16] (with fragmentation parameters tuned on the NOMAD data) for the deep inelastic simulation and on dedicated generators for quasielastic events and events in the resonance region. Nuclear effects are taken into account by incorporating the formation zone intranuclear cascade (FZIC) code of DPMJET-II.4 [17] . For the hadrons produced inside the nucleus the code performs a complete simulation of tracking and of interactions in nuclear matter developing the cascade through several generations. The Fermi momentum is simulated according to [18] . The event generator used for the oscillation search did not take into account the INC. In that case a discrepancy of 200M eV /c on the average transverse missing momentum, p m T (the difference between the reconstructed hadron jet and muon transverse momenta), was found between the data and the MC prediction. In view of its importance in the τ search, based on the exploitation of the different kinematics of the ν τ interactions with respect to the ν e and ν µ ones in the transverse plane, the MC sample could not be directly used to calculate background and signal efficiencies. However, a method [19] was succesfully developed in order to correct the MC predictions using the data themselves. The results of this upgraded generator show how the INC degradates the hadronic energy by producing n and slow p (emitted at large angles and difficult to detect). The simulation of nuclear effects reduces by a factor of two the p m T discrepancy between data and MC; the remaining effect is probably due to a too optimistic detector simulation. In the code the hadron formation length is left as a free parameter to be supplied by the user. It has been tuned on the NOMAD data in order to achieve the best agreement between the simulated and the experimental hadronic distributions of multiplicities, momentum spectra and angular distributions. The best agreement is found for a formation time of 2 fm/c. For this value the MC predicts a rate of < N Bp > 350÷800MeV /c = 53.0 × 10 −3 with a slope of 10 in excellent agreement with the experimental results. It was found also (see Fig. 7 ) that the rate is strongly dependent on the formation time while the slope is not.
